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ABSTRACT 

COVID-19 can cause mild, moderate or severe problems. The main clinical problems that arise are 

fever (temperature> 380C), cough and difficulty in thinking. Without quick treatment this virus can 

claim lives. 

These actions include frequent hand washing with soap, avoiding turning face, not sharing personal 

belongings, washing food, washing furniture at home, using ethics when coughing and sneezing, 

keeping social distance, avoiding large amounts of fighting and spraying disinfectants in around the 

house 

Covid-19 also influenced various aspects such as economy and industry in the country. This 

spreading virus accelerates economic growth both nationally and globally. Finally, also the impact 

on various industrial sectors ranging from manufacturing to finance. Occurred when termination of 

employment, the collection of state money and decreased interest in a number of cases caused by 

covid-19. 

In terms of economics, this pandemic has made a significant reduction in the termination of 

employment and a decline in state income. Likewise, in the industrial sector, the sector must be more 

industries that must be closed or moved jobs. 

Termination of Employment immediately responded to the drop in the Ministry of Finance's income, 

more than 1.5 million workers were laid off and added to layoffs. Of this figure 90 percent was laid 

off and the remaining 10 percent was recognized for layoffs. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

At the time , the case of the outbreak of the spread of the virus covid-19 or corona 

virus disease were disturbing the public world. Coronavirus or covid-19 is a strain of 

the virus RNA positive non- segmentation capsule single which is sensitive to heat 

and are effective can be disabled by a disinfectant that contains chlorine , solvents 
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lipids at 56 ℃ for 30 minutes , ethers , alcohols , peroxyacetic acids , non- detergent 

non- ionic , formaldehyde, a substance oxidizing and chloroform . 

 

If we are exposed to the virus in large quantities at one time , it can cause illness even 

though the immune system is functioning normally. People with a system of 

immunity of the body are weak such as the elderly , women pregnant , and the 

condition of the other , the disease is able to more quickly and more severely . 

Coronavirus infection causes a weakened immune system against the virus again so 

re- infection can occur . 

 

Covid-19 when it had spread widely up to the whole world. Preceded the arrival of the 

virus is from Wuhan, China, which continues at carefully by the experts in the search 

for the reasoning of covid-19 are . Covid-19 have made every aspect of life decreases 

as the aspect of education that is dismissed as , in part a way to learn to keep efficient 

time is the way to learn online,  but not only that , in the aspects of the economy are 

very down because countries  around the world were difficulties in the field food and 

clothing due to the need their construction development home sick specifically for 

covid-19 as well as the material substance of PPE ( tool protective self ) are always 

needed by a team of medical and the people who work every day outside . 

 

In the month of February 2020 began the incessant covid-19 's entry into Indonesia 

starting from one person to spread , until 13 July 2020 commencing there are 76 981 

people. Score is a number that is alarming . that is, resulting in a loss that large for the 

State and citizens of Indonesia.  Among other things 

 

Termination of employment (FLE) 

Pandemic Covid-19 has brought misery that increasingly extends to the workers 

formal and informal, the Ministry of finance noted , at least there are more than 1.5 

million inhabitants workers have been laid off and hit by layoffs. From the figures are 

90 percent laid off and 10 percent of the remaining affected by layoffs. A total of 1.24 

million people is coming workers formal and 265 thousand more are working 

informally. 

 

Declining import performance 

Industry when it withstand the purchase of material raw . The reason , the production 

of raw materials and rescuers in China has not fully recovered due to the corona virus 

pandemic . In addition , imports of consumer goods slowed as purchasing power was 

hit by the Covid-19 outbreak . Wave Termination of Relationship Work (FLE) are 

directly provide pressure against the drop in income communities From the side of 

exports , prices of commodities still tends to lower especially oil crude . Demand 

globally weakened as predictions organization trade world (WTO) that the volume of 

trade globally contracted up to 32% throughout this year. 

 

RESULT 

This problems need to solution step by step to remove the covid-19 virus and fix step 

by step ethics to public with pamphlets. This solution include :  

1. Frequent hand washing with soap 

2. Avoiding touching face 

3. Not sharing personal belongings 
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4. Washing food 

5. Washing furniture at home 

6. Using ethics when coughing and sneezing 

7. Keep social distance 

8. Avoiding large numbers of battles  

9. Spraying disinfectants in around the house 

10. Use a mask 

To survive in this condition, companies need to maintain cash flow stability and 

liquidity. Employers can make a strategy by referring to the Circular of the Minister 

of Manpower and Transmigration Number SE-907 / MEN / PHI-PPHI / X / 2004 so 

that the company can survive and avoid Termination of Employment (FLE). The steps 

that can be applied are as follows: Reducing wages and top-level worker facilities, 

reducing shifts, limiting or eliminating additional work, reducing working hours, 

firing workers or workers on a rolling basis, not extending the contract for the expiry 

of the contract period workers, providing pensions for those who already meet the 

requirements. 

 

To more boost import activities, the government uses a non-fiscal stimulus policy. 

Namely by simplifying and reducing restrictions and restrictions on import activities, 

especially imports of raw materials, which aim to increase the smoothness of imports 

and availability of raw materials. 

 

In connection with duplication of import regulations, the government will also make 

simplification of horticultural commodities, animal and animal products, as well as 

medicinal and food ingredients. 

 

The multilateral development financial institutions further advocate improving health 

protection systems and protecting workers to avoid a more difficult recovery.  

In order to survive the economic crisis, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) called on 

countries in the world to manage disrupted supply networks, expand e-commerce, and 

logistics networks for shipping goods. 

 

CONCLUSION 

From this journal we can conclude that Covid-19 has caused many losses in all 

aspects.Some of which we discuss here are economics and industry. In terms of 

economics, this epidemic has made a significant decrease, namely termination of 

employment and a decrease in state income. Likewise in the import sector the industry 

sector has become disrupted, many import industries have to close or postpone their 

work. 

 

Solution that can be done from the problems above : 

1. Circular of the Minister of Manpower and Transmigration Number SE-907 / MEN 

/ PHI-PPHI / X / 2004 so that companies can survive and avoid termination of 

employment (PHK). 
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2. The government will also make simplifications on horticultural commodities, 

animals and animal products, as well as medicinal and food ingredients. 
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